Transform the desktop collaboration experience

Together, Cisco® and Plantronics are committed to improving the way people collaborate by creating integrated solutions that are convenient, intuitive, and make it easier for people to connect and work — anywhere and any way that works for them. The context-aware Plantronics Voyager Legend UC headset teams with the Plantronics Aware app to help unlock the full collaborative power available from the Cisco Desktop Collaboration Experience DX650 phone.

Imagine the typical user—let’s call him Carl. Like most non-stop days, he joins a morning conference call using his smartphone and his Plantronics Voyager Legend UC Bluetooth® headset as he heads into the office. Once at his desk, transferring audio to a standard office setup could be a hassle that would disrupt his conversation. However, provide Carl with the Plantronics Aware application for the Cisco DX650 and his experience is transformed into a more productive, frustration-free one. He’ll be delighted how the Voyager Legend UC headset and Aware app utilize proximity awareness and appreciative of the built-in security features of the DX650.
SEAMLESS: DESIGNED FOR HOW PEOPLE WORK

Plantronics Aware is an Android application developed for the Cisco DX650 desk phone, providing seamless audio transfer between a smartphone and the Cisco DX650 using proximity detection of the Plantronics Voyager Legend UC Bluetooth headset.

Back to Carl’s experience. Detecting the proximity of his Voyager Legend UC headset, the app senses Carl’s approach and the DX650 automatically helps him log him in and shows Carl message onscreen, asking if he wants to transfer his call to the DX650 or remain on his smartphone—the choice is his. If Carl has joined a video conference, he’ll probably opt to transfer call to the DX650, where the Plantronics Aware app automatically connects him to the video conference.

SECURE: ALWAYS-ON SECURITY

The Plantronics Aware application also offers another layer of security on top of the security capabilities already built into the Cisco DX650. Smart lock is a screen lock/unlock capability, based on proximity detection of a Voyager Legend UC headset. Each person’s choice of proximity distance differs based upon office layout, so the app makes it easy to configure a personal definition of “nearby.”

Remember Carl? Smart lock is easy for him to use. He simply walks away from his desk with his Voyager Legend UC headset and the Cisco DX650 screen will automatically lock once he is detected as out of range, based upon the settings Carl made in the Plantronics Aware application.

PLANTRONICS AWARE: THE CONTEXTUALLY INTELLIGENT APP

The Plantronics Aware application is aptly named for its primary advantage—being aware of where the end user and his Voyager Legend UC headset are located in relation to the Cisco DX650, offering users seamless audio transfer options and the ability to lock the Cisco DX650 device screen.

A HISTORY OF COLLABORATION

Partners for more than 15 years, Plantronics' and Cisco technology is interoperability verified and fluently integrated to deliver the highest quality collaboration solutions for mid-sized to large businesses. Our unique Contextual Intelligence technology leverages knowledge of a user’s wearing state and proximity to inform applications and take actions, making it simple to work anytime and anywhere.

Plantronics developers, working closely with Cisco engineers, created this contextually aware application that delivers unique benefits to users with the latest multimedia desktop collaboration tools from Cisco and the award winning Voyager Legend UC headset. The devices can work together to collect and deliver information about the user’s world into the user’s daily business processes, ultimately making life easier by anticipating their needs.

LEARN ABOUT THE PLANTRONICS AWARE APP EXPERIENCE

For details on the Plantronics Aware app and how it enhances the Cisco DX650 desk phone, go to our website at www.plantronics.com/us/product/aware-cisco-dx650-android or go to the Google Play app store.

For further information about the Cisco DX650 desk phone, go to www.cisco.com/go/dce
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